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Overview

This week the children will familiarise themselves 
with coins and our money. They will begin to learn 
the value of coins and to compare and order them 
according to value. They will learn their names and 
begin to play with money in a shop / bank / post 
office context.

Warm up and revisit: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs8F_g3MGtM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs8F_g3MGtM


Main Focus

Add two or three small coins 

(totals under 20p); if using 

three coins mostly under 

10p.

Physical Resources

• coins 1p to 2 pounds

• 7 purses

• labels

Assessment:

Can children:

identify and name coins?

add two or three small coins to make 

amounts under 20p?



This activity is adult led. 

Beginning to make given amounts of money

Work with a small group of children or child/adult. Have ready a pile of coins made from a selection of 1p, 2p, 5p 

and a 10p coins. Also have ready seven purses, each labelled with an amount: 3p, 4p, 6p, 7p, 11p, 12p, 15p.

Show children/child the purses with the different values written on them and tell the group we need to put the right 

amount in each purse. Begin with the purse showing 3p on it. Encourage children to work out the different ways of 

making 3p. We can use three 1p coins or a 2p and a 1p. Repeat for each purse.

Support by : initially having purses with only one coin in to rehearse coin recognition. Make very small amounts, 

e.g. 3p, 4p, 6p, helping children to add these amounts using their fingers. (Purple, Blue and Green Group Yellow

and Red group)

Extend by : asking children to draw each purse and write the coins in it as well as writing the total amount. Can 

extend to writing addition sentences. Can also extend to making amounts with three coins (under 20p).

(Purple, Blue and Green)


